Hormann Sectional Garage Door
Z Track dimensions

**FRONT VIEW**
- Overall height is ordering height + 100mm (115mm with electric operator)
- Ordering height
- Ordering width
- Overall width is ordering width + 180mm
- 95mm steel fascia. Same finish as door panels
- Total operator length:
  - K boom = 3200mm
  - M boom = 3450mm
  - L boom = 4125mm

**REAR VIEW**
- Track length is ordering height + 510mm

[Image: Garage Door Diagram]
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Hormann Sectional Garage Door

N Track dimensions

**FRONT VIEW**

- Overall height is ordering height + 210mm (manual or electric)
- Ordering height
- Ordering width
- Overall width is ordering width + 180mm
- 95mm steel fascia. Same finish as door panels

**REAR VIEW**

- Track length is ordering height + 510mm
- Important fixing bracket

Total operator length:
- K boom = 3200mm
- M boom = 3450mm
- L boom = 4125mm
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Hormann Sectional Garage Door
L Track dimensions

**FRONT VIEW**

- Overall height is ordering height + 100mm (115mm with electric operator)
- Ordering height
- Ordering width
- 95mm steel fascia. Same finish as door panels
- Overall width is ordering width + 180mm

**REAR VIEW**

- Track length is ordering height + 750mm
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